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Her parents avoided ________________ any thing of the least
consequence in her presence; always remembering to send her out of the
room.

1.

(discuss)

discussing

He preferred carrying money loose in his pocket but she had said he could
risk ________________ his own money that way, not hers.
2.

(lose)losing

Then he kept on ________________ until he got to the highway.3. (go)going

The old bear, at the sound of his cry as he fell, had rushed so hastily to his
aid that she barely escaped ________________ in after him.
4.

(fall)falling

The situation inevitably suggests ________________ relations in human
life.
5.

(correspond)
corresponding

He put off ________________ for them from day to day.6. (go)going

He loved his mother so much that when he found anyone pleased with
things which she had made he enjoyed ________________ them use these
things rather than himself.

7.

(see)
seeing

Not that I minded ________________ things, I had done plenty of that
myself in Paris.
8.

(attack)
attacking

I kept on ________________ in the smoking-room, but they stayed.9. (sit)sitting

Lewis could not avoid ________________ himself that question.10. (ask)asking

Who could resist ________________ on such a beautiful carpet?11.
(sit down)

sitting down

Only now-you'll forgive me ________________ you all this, won't you,
dear?
12.

(tell)
telling

He kept on ________________ for he meant to improve still more.13.
(study)

studying
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I took a deep breath and swallowed and considered ________________
out the window.
14.

(jump)
jumping

He had been mad, quite mad-a vain fool, to risk ________________ her
again.
15.

(see)
seeing

Now, dear, I want to know if you would be willing to consider
________________ here to live also.
16.

(come out)coming out

A pillow rolled in a sheet, placed under the body and tied to the head or
sides of the bed will prevent ________________ down in bed.
17.

(slip)slipping

To avoid ________________ the bore of the domestic circle, he proposed
to ease off this surcharge of the intellect by inflicting his tediousness on the
public through the pages of the periodical.

18.

(become)

becoming

On looking at my two poor Indians I could not avoid ________________
aloud; they also looked at me, but their respect for me prevented their
laughing.

19.

(laugh)

laughing

The letters kept coming, and I kept on ________________ for them more
and more all the time.
20.

(look)
looking
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